
BOOK I, CHAPTER 8

On sovereignty1

{345) Sovereignty is the absolute and perpetual power* of a commonwealth,
which the Latins call maiestas; the Greeks akra exousia, kurion arche,
and kurion politeuma; and the Italians segnioria, a word they use for
private persons as well as for those who have full control of the state,
while the Hebrews call it tomech shevet - that is, the highest power of
command.t We must now formulate a definition of sovereignty
because no jurist or political philosopher has denned it, even though
it is the chief point, and the one that needs most to be explained, in a
treatise on the commonwealth. Inasmuch as we have said that a
commonwealth is a just government, with sovereign power, of several
households and of that which they have in common,^ we need to
clarify the meaning of sovereign power.

I have said that this power is perpetual, because it can happen that
one or more people have absolute power given to them for some
certain period of time, upon the expiration of which they are no more

*L78, D6 substitutes, "Sovereignty is supreme and absolute power over citizens and
subjects" {Maiestas est sumtna in rives ac subditos legibusque soluta potestas). The Latin thus
speaks of "supreme and absolute" without reference to "perpetual." But "perpetual" is
effectively added to the definition just a few lines further on at 79, A5.

The distinction between citizen and subject that appears in the Latin is spelled out in
chapter 6. A citizen is distinguished from a slave by personal freedom, and from an alien
by the right to enjoy common privileges. But citizenship does not necessarily imply
political participation as in Aristotle. "Speaking proper!) . . . [a citizen] is nothing other
than a free subject holding by another's sovereignty" (1961, p. 68).

t L 7 8 , D u adds, "Sovereignty (maiestas), says Festus, is taken from greatness
(magnitude)."

t " A commonwealth is . . . have in common" repeats, with slight variations, the celebrated
definition with which the Republique opens, Republique est un droil gouvcrnment deplusieurs
families, et ce qui leur est commun, avec puissance souveraine.
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On sovereignty

than private subjects. And even while they are in power, they cannot
call themselves sovereign princes.2 They are but trustees and
custodians of that power until such time as it pleases the people or the
prince to take it back, for the latter always remains in lawful posses-
sion (qui en demeure tousiours saist). For just as those who lend some-
one else their goods always remain its owners and possessors, so also
those who give power and authority to judge or to command, either
for some limited and definite period of time or for as much and as
long a time as it shall please them. They still remain lawfully pos-

{346} sessed of power and jurisdiction, which the others exercise in the
manner of a loan or grant on sufferance (precaire). That is why the
[Roman civil] law3 holds that the governor of a region, or the
lieutenant of a prince, being a trustee and guardian of someone else's
power, returns it when his term has expired. And in this respect, it
makes no difference whether the officer is high or petty.

If it were otherwise [123], and the absolute power conceded to a
lieutenant of the prince were called sovereignty, he would be able to
use it against his prince, who would then be no more than a cipher,
and the subject would then command his lord, and the servant his
master, which would be absurd. The person of the sovereign, accord-
ing to the law, is always excepted no matter how much power and
authority he grants to someone else; and he never gives so much that
he does not hold back even more. He is never prevented from com-
manding, or from assuming cognizance - by substitution, concur-
rence, removal, or any way he pleases - of any cause that he left to the
jurisdiction of a subject. Nor does it matter whether the subject is a
commissioner or an officer.4 In either case the sovereign can take
away the power with which he was endowed by virtue of the commis-
sion or the statute of his office, or he can retain him on sufferance in
so far and for as long as it pleases him.

{347} Having laid down these maxims as the foundations of sovereignty,
we may conclude that neither the Roman dictator, nor the Spartan
harmoste, nor the aesymnetes at Salonica, nor he whom they call the
archus in Malta, nor the balia of old in Florence - all of whom had the
same duties - nor the regents in kingdoms, nor any other commis-
sioner or magistrate who had absolute power for a limited time to
dispose of the affairs of the commonwealth, had sovereignty. This
holds even though the early dictators had full power and had it in the
best possible form, or optima lege as the ancient Latins called it. For
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Book /, chapter 8

there was no appeal [from a dictator] in those days, and all the other
officers were suspended. This was the arrangement up until the time
the tribunes were established, who continued in their functions and
retained their right of intercession notwithstanding the creation of a
dictator. If an appeal was taken from the dictator, the tribunes assem-
bled the commons and summoned the [complaining] parties to
present the grounds of their appeal, and the dictator to defend his
judgment. This is what was done when the dictator Papirius Cursor
wanted to have Fabius Maximus I, the master of the horse {magister
equitum), put to death, and when the dictator Fabius Maximus II
wanted to do the same to his master of the horse, Minutius. It thus

{348} appears that the dictator was neither a prince nor a sovereign
magistrate, as many have written, and that he held nothing more than
a simple commission to conduct a war, or to put down sedition [124],
or to reform the state, or to bring in new magistrates.*

Sovereignty, then, is not limited either in power, or in function, or
in length of time. As for the ten commissioners established [at Rome]
for reforming customs and ordinances {Decemviri legum ferendarum),5

even though they had absolute power without appeal and all the
magistrates were suspended for the term of their commission, they
still did not have sovereignty. For when their mission was accom-
plished, their power expired, in exactly the same manner as the dic-
tator's. Thus Cincinnatus, after defeating the enemy, laid down the
dictatorship, which he had held for only fifteen days; Servilius Priscus
did the same after eight days; Mamercus after one. The dictator,
furthermore, was [simply] named by one of the more eminent {patri-
cian} senators {the interrex} and not by an edict, law, or ordinance
which, in ancient times as much as now, was required for erecting an
office,t as we shall explain in due course. If anyone objects that Sulla

*L8o, A3 adds, "or for driving in a nail [that is, rituall} marking the passage of a year]."
t L80, B2-7 corrects "The dictator, furthermore . . . erecting an office," and also adds a

marginal note on the rank ordering of Roman senators, "A dictator was not named by
the Senate, or the people, or the magistrates; or by a consultation of the people; or by any
laws - which were always necessary for the creation of magistrates - but rather by an
interrex who could only be of patrician blood since it was not sufficient to be an ennobled
senator in order to name a dictator."

The marginal note to this passage reads, "A new man (novus) was someone who was
the first [of his family] to obtain the honor [of high office] in the commonwealth; an
ennobled man {nobilis) was the son of a new man; a patrician (patricius) was someone
descended from the patriarchs and those who were enrolled by Romulus {a patribus et
conscriptis a Romulo)."
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On sovereignty

obtained a dictatorship for eighty years by the lex Valeria? I will
answer, as Cicero did, that it was not a proper law, and not a dictator-
ship, but a cruel tyranny, which, in any event, he gave up four years
later when the civil wars had quieted down. Moreover, Sulla allowed
the tribunes to use their veto7 freely. And although Caesar took a
dictatorship for life, he too did not remove the tribunes' right of veto.
But since the dictatorship had been expressly abolished by law,8 and
he had used it nevertheless as a cover for seizing the state, he was
killed.

{349} But let us suppose that a people chooses one or several citizens, to
whom it gives absolute power to manage the state and to govern
freely, without having to submit to vetoes or appeals of any sort, and
that this measure is reenacted every year. Shall we not say that they
have sovereignty? For he is absolutely sovereign who recognizes
nothing, after God, that is greater than himself. I say, however, that
they do not have sovereignty, since they are nothing but trustees of a
power that was confided to them for a definite period of time. Hence
the people did not divest itself of sovereignty when it established one
or more lieutenants with absolute power for a definite time, even
though that is more generous than if the power was subject to recall at
the people's pleasure without a pre-established time limit. In either
case the lieutenant has nothing of his own and remains [125] answer-
able for his charge to the person of whom he holds the power to
command, unlike a sovereign prince who is answerable only to God.

But what would we say if absolute power were conceded for nine or
ten years, as it was in the early days of Athens when the people made
one of the citizens sovereign and called him archon? I still maintain
that he was not a prince and did not have sovereignty, but was rather a
sovereign magistrate who was accountable to the people for his
actions after his time in office had expired. One might still object that
absolute power can be given to a citizen as I have indicated, yet
without requiring him to answer to the people. Thus the Cnidians
annually chose sixty citizens whom they called "amnemones" - that is
to say, beyond reproach - and granted them sovereign power with no
appeal from them, either during their term in office or after it, for

{350} anything that they had done. Yet I say that they did not have
sovereignty in view of the fact that, as custodians, they were obliged to
give it back when their year was up. Sovereignty thus remained in the
people, and only its exercise was in the amnemones, whom one could
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Book /, chapter 8

call sovereign magistrates, but not sovereigns pure and simple. For
the first is a prince, the other is a subject; the first is a lord, the other is
a servant; the first is a proprietor and in lawful possession of the
sovereignty (et saisi de la souverainete), the other is neither its owner
nor possessor, but merely holds in trust.

The same applies to regents established during the absence or
minority of sovereign princes, no matter whether edicts, orders, and
letters patent are signed and sealed with the regents' signature and
seal and are issued in their name, which was the practice in this
kingdom prior to the ordinance of King Charles V of France, or
whether it is all done in the king's name and orders are sealed with his
seal. For in either case it is quite clear that, according to the law, the
master is taken to have done whatever a deputy (procureur) did on his
authority. But the regent is properly the deputy of the king and the
kingdom, so that the good Count Thibaut called himself procurator
regni Francorum (deputy of the French kingdom). Hence when the
prince, either present or absent, gives absolute power to a regent or
perhaps to the senate, to govern in his name, it is always the king who
speaks and who commands even if the title of regent is used on edicts
and letters of [126] command.

Thus we see that in the absence of the king of Spain, the senate of
Milan and of Naples had absolute power and issued all of its com-

{351} mands in its own name, as is evident from the ordinance of Emperor
Charles V:

Senatus Mediolansensis potestatem habeat constitutiones Principis con-
firmandi, infirmandi, tollendi, dispensandi contra statuta, habili-
tationes, praerogationes, restitutiones faciendi, etc. a Senatu ne provo-
cari possit etc., et quicquid fariet parem vim habeat, ut si a principe
factum, ac decretum esset: non tatnen possit delictorum gratium, ac
veniam tribuerey aut literas salvi conductus reis criminum dare*

This all but unlimited power was not given to the senate of Milan
and of Naples to diminish the sovereignty of the king of Spain in any
way, but rather to relieve him of bother and concern, to which must

* The senate of Milan shall have the power of confirming, invalidating, and repealing
ordinances of the prince; of granting dispensations from the statutes; and of granting
permissions, prerogatives, and restitutions etc.; no appeal shall lie from the Senate etc.,
and whatever it shall do shall have the same force as if it had been done or decreed by
the prince: but it shall not grant pardon or forgiveness for crimes, or give letters of safe
conduct to persons accused of criminal offenses.
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On sovereignty

also be added the fact that it was revocable at the good pleasure of
him who granted it.

But let us suppose that this power is given to a lieutenant of the
king for life. Is this not sovereign and perpetual power? For if
perpetual were taken to mean that which never ends, sovereignty
would not exist except in aristocracies and democracies, which never
die. Even if the word perpetual, as used of a monarch, was understood
to include not only him but his heirs, there would still be few
sovereign monarchs inasmuch as there are very few that are heredi-
tary. Those especially would not be sovereign who come to the throne
by election.9 We must, therefore, understand the word "perpetual" to
mean "for the life of him who has the power."

I would add that if a sovereign magistrate, whose term is only
annual or is for a fixed and limited time, contrives to prolong the
power entrusted to him, it must either be by tacit consent (degredgre)
or by force.10 If by force, it is called a tyranny. Yet the tyrant is
nonetheless a sovereign, just as the violent possession of a robber is
true and natural possession even if against the law, and those who had
it previously are dispossessed (en sont dessaisis)}1 But if a magistrate
prolongs sovereign power by tacit consent, I say that he is not a
sovereign prince, since he has nothing except by sufferance, and all
the less so if no time limit is set, for then he has only a precarious

i3S2) commission (commission precaire)}1

[127] It is well known that there never was a greater power than
that which was given to Henry of France, duke of Anjou,13 by King
Charles IX, for it was sovereign power, and did not omit a single item
of regalian prerogative.14 Yet no one can tell me that he was a
sovereign, for even if the grant had been perpetual, he was styled the
king's lieutenant-general. Furthermore, the clause "So long as it shall
please us (Tant quil nous plaira)" was affixed to his letters [patent]
which indicates a grant on sufferance, and his power was always
suspended in the king's presence.

What shall we say then of someone who has absolute power from
the people for as long as he shall live? Here one must distinguish. If
the absolute power is given to him pure and simple without the style
of a magistrate or commissioner, and not in the form of a grant on
sufferance {precaire), then he surely is, and has a right to call himself, a
sovereign monarch. For the people has here dispossessed and strip-
ped itself of its sovereign power in order to put him in possession of it
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Book /, chapter 8

and to vest it in him. It has transferred all of its power, authority,
prerogatives, and sovereign rights to him and [placed them] in him, in
the same way as someone who has given up the possession of, and
property in, something that belonged to him.* As the law says, Ei et in
eum omnem potestatem contulitA But if the people concedes its power to
someone for as long as he shall live in the capacity of officer or
lieutenant, or only to relieve itself of the exercise of its power, then he
is not a sovereign, but a simple officer, lieutenant, regent, governor, or
guardian and trustee of another's power. For it is the same as with a
magistrate who appoints a permanent deputy and takes no active role
in his jurisdiction, but leaves its entire exercise to the deputy. The

{353) power of commanding and judging, and the action and the force of
the law,15 do not lie in the person of the deputy, and if he goes beyond
the power given him, his acts are of no effect unless they are ratified,
accepted, and approved by the person who gave him power4 This is
the reason why King John [II of France], on his return from England,
solemnly ratified the acts of Charles, his oldest son, who had been
named regent, in order thereby to validate and confirm them in so far
as that was needed.

So whether it is by commission, nomination to office, or delegation
that one exercises someone else's power, and whether it is for a
definite time or in perpetuity, he who exercises [128] this power is not
sovereign even if he is not described as an agent or lieutenant in his
letters patent. This applies even if the power is conferred by the law of
the land, which is an even stronger basis than appointment (election).
The ancient law of Scotland thus gave the entire government of the
kingdom to the closest relative of a king who was in tutelage or under
age {below twenty-five}, with the requirement that all business be
carried on in the king's name. But the rule was suppressed because of
the inconveniences that went with it.

We now turn to the other part of our definition and to what is
meant by the words "absolute power." For the people or the
aristocracy (seigneurs) of a commonwealth can purely and simply give
someone absolute and perpetual power to dispose of all possessions,

*L82, B4 adds, "then it is a perfect transfer free of all conditions."
f i t [the people] has transferred all its power to him [the emperor]" Dig., I, 4 (de

constitutionibus principum), 1.
tL82, C2-4 adds, "Yet for important matters within his jurisdiction, a magistrate's

ratification is not made retroactive, as is the prince's, whose power in the commonwealth
is supreme."
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persons, and the entire state at his pleasure, and then to leave it to
anyone he pleases, just as a proprietor can make a pure and simple gift
of his goods for no other reason than his generosity. This is a true gift
because it carries no further conditions, being complete and accom-
plished all at once, whereas gifts that carry obligations and conditions
are not authentic gifts. And so sovereignty given to a prince subject to

{354} obligations and conditions is properly not sovereignty or absolute
power.

This does not apply if the conditions attached at the creation of a
prince are of the law of God or nature {la loy de Dieu ou de nature),16 as
was done after the death of a Great King of Tartary. The prince and*
the people, to whom the right of election belongs, choose any relative
of the deceased they please, provided that he is a son or nephew, and
after seating him on a golden throne, theyt pronounce these words,
"We beg you, and also wish and bid you, to reign over us." The king
then says, "If that is what you want of me, you must be ready to do as I
command, and whom I order killed must be killed forthwith and
without delay, and the whole kingdom must be entrusted to me and
put into my hands." The people answers, "So be it." Then the king,
continuing, says, "The word that I speak shall be my sword," and all
the people applaud him. After that he is taken hold of, removed from
his throne, and set on the ground seated on a bench, and the princes
address him in these words: "Look up [129] and acknowledge God,
and then look at this lowly bench on which you sit. If you govern well,
you will have your every wish; otherwise you will be put down so low
and so completely stripped, that even this bench on which you sit will
not be left to you." This said, he is lifted on high, and acclaimed king
of the Tartars. This power is absolute and sovereign, for it has no
other condition than what is commanded by the law of God and of
nature.17

We can also see that this formula, or one like it, is sometimes used
in kingdoms and principalities that descend by right of succession.
But there is none quite like the ceremony in Carinthia. Here, in a
meadow near the city of Saint Vitus, one can still see a marble rock

{3SS} which is mounted by a peasant, to whom this office belongs by right of
succession, with a black cow on his right, a skinny mare on his left,
and the people all around. The person coming forward to be the duke

* "prince and the" is omitted at L83, A6.
tL83, A8 assigns the speech that follows to "the bishop {pontifex)"
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walks amidst a great number of lords dressed in red, with ensigns
carried in front of him, and everything in good order except for the
duke, who is dressed like a poor shepherd and carries a crook. The
man standing on the rock calls out in Slavic, "Who is this who walks
so proudly?" The people answer that he is their prince. Then the
peasant asks, uIs he a [true] judge? Does he seek the welfare of the
country? Is he of free status, worthy of honor, respectful of religion?"
They answer, "He is, and will be." Then the peasant gives the duke a
light blow, and the peasant now becomes exempt from all public
burdens, while the duke climbs up on the rock brandishing his sword
and, speaking to the people, promises to be just. Still in shepherd's
dress he goes to Mass, then assumes a ducal garb and returns to the
rock to receive homages and oaths of fealty. But it is true that in olden
times the duke of Carinthia was only the Grand Huntsman of the
[German] emperor (1331), and after the Empire fell into the hands of
the House of Austria, to which the duchy belongs, the title of Hunts-
man and the ancient form of investiture were abolished and the
duchies of Carinthia, Styria, Croatia, as well as the counties of Cilli
(Cilie) and Tyrol were annexed to the duchy of Austria.18

Despite what is written about the kingdom of Aragon, the ancient
procedure that they used for the kings of Aragon is no longer followed
unless the king assembles the Estates, as I have learned from a
Spanish knight.* The procedure used to be that the great magistrate,

{356} whom they call [130] the justice of Aragon,19 addressed the king in
these words:

Nos qui valemos tanto come vos, ypodemos mas que vos, vos elegimos Re
con estasy estas conditiones entra vos y nos, un que mande mas que vos.
That is, "We who count as much as you, and can do more than
you, elect you king on such and such conditions between you and
us, that there is one whose command is more powerful than
yours."

The person who, on the strength of this, wrote that the king was then
elected by the people is mistaken, since nothing of that sort ever
happened.20 For it is quite certain that Sanctius the Great conquered
the kingdom by right of the stronger from the Moors who had held it
for seven hundred years, and that his posterity, male and female, have
held the kingdom ever since by right of succession in the closest

* "unless the king . . . Spanish knight" is omitted at L84, A3.
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relative. And Pedro Belluga of Aragon, who has provided a painstak-
ing account of the law of Aragon [in his Speculum principum\ wrote
that the people has no right to elect a king unless there is a failure of
the line.

It is also impossible and contradictory that the king of Aragon
should have less power than the Estates of Aragon, since the same
author, Belluga, says that the Estates cannot assemble unless there is
an express command of the king, and that once assembled they can-
not leave if it does not please the king to let them go. It is still more
ridiculous to believe that such words [in the alleged ceremony] were
spoken to a king who had already been crowned, consecrated, and
acknowledged as king by right of succession and who, since he was
indeed the sovereign, gave the person called the great justice of

{357} Aragon his office, and removed him from it as he pleased. In fact the
same author [Belluga] writes that Martin Didato was installed and
removed from this office by the queen of Aragon in the absence of her
husband, Alphonso, king of Aragon and Sicily.

Although by the king's sufferance the justice of Aragon judges suits
and controversies between the king and the people - which is some-
thing that is also done in England, either by the upper house {haute
chambre) of Parliament or by the magistrate they call the {chief}
justice of England, and by all judges in this kingdom and in every part
of it - still the justice of Aragon and all the Estates together remain in
complete subjection to the king. As the same doctor says, the king is
in no way bound to follow their advice or to grant their requests,
which is the rule for all true monarchies, for they have absolute
power, as Oldrado said, speaking of the kings of France and Spain.21

[131] Yet these doctors do not say what absolute power is. For if we
say that to have absolute power is not to be subject to any law at all, no
prince of this world will be sovereign, since every earthly prince is
subject to the laws of God and of nature and to various human laws
that are common to all peoples.22 On the other hand, it can happen
that a subject is dispensed and exempted from all the laws,
ordinances, and customs of his commonwealth, and yet is not a prince
or sovereign. We have an example of this in Pompey the Great, who
was dispensed from the laws for five years by an express ordinance of

{358} the Roman people published at the request of the tribune Gabinius.
Nor was this dispensing of a subject from obedience to the laws
anything strange or new, since the Senate sometimes gave dispensa-

10
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tions without a recommendation by the people up until the adoption
of the Cornelian law, which was published at the request of a tribune.
It was now decreed that no one could be exempted from the force of
the law, or be given dispensation, by the Senate unless there were at
least two hundred senators {present}. For although it was [already]
forbidden on pain of death by the law of the Twelve Tables to grant
any privilege unless in the great assembly of the people {comitia
centuriata), this law was ill enforced.* However this may be, a subject
who is exempted from the force of the laws always remains in subjec-
tion and obedience to those who have the sovereignty. But persons
who are sovereign must not be subject in any way to the commands of
someone else and must be able to give the law to subjects, and to
suppress or repeal disadvantageous laws and replace them with others
- which cannot be done by someone who is subject to the laws or to

{359} persons having power of command over him.t
This is why the law says that the prince is not subject to the law;

and in fact the very word "law" in Latin implies the command of him
who has the sovereignty.23 And so we see that in all edicts and
ordinances the clause is added, "notwithstanding all edicts and
ordinances from which we have derogated and do derogate24 by these
presents" along with a derogation of [previous] derogatory clauses (et
a la derogatoire des derogatoires) "t This clause was always added in

*For "But this law was ill enforced" L84, D12 substitutes, "But that law had been
amended by the Senate."

tFor "However this may be . . . power of command over him" L84, D12-85, Bi sub-
stitutes, "Someone who is exempted from a single law, or many laws, or all the laws is
still bound by the authority of those who have the rights of sovereignty. This applies even
if he is exempted from every law of his country indefinitely, as was Augustus who, even
though he was princeps of the Roman people - that is, the first person of the com-
monwealth - pretended to be below the people taken collectively in whom the com-
monwealth's sovereignty lay. For the most part, accordingly, he brought his legislative
proposals to the people since it was the people not Augustus who made law, and when it
came to electing magistrates, he shook the hands of citizens by way of recommending his
candidates to the people. But someone who holds the rights of sovereignty should not be
bound by the command of any other person, a point that was put very pithily by Tiberius
when he told the Senate, 'The only reason this can have is that none is given (Non aliter
ratio constat, quam si nulli reddatur)? He was speaking of the sovereign right of giving law
not only to individuals, but to all collectively, and of abrogating laws already made, which
cannot be done by someone who is bound by the commands and orders of another."

The quotation of Tiberius is from Tacitus, Annales, I, 6. As McRae [91, n.] points
out, the source has uni rather than nulli (which may or may not change the meaning of a
cryptic remark).

$ eta la derogatoire des derogatoires is omitted at L85, B6. The meaning of the French seems
unclear.

I I
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On sovereignty

ancient laws, whether the law {to be amended} had been published
by the same prince or by his predecessor. For it is well known that the
laws, ordinances, letters patents, privileges [132], and concessions of
princes, have force only during their lifetimes unless they are ratified
by the express consent, or at least the sufferance, of a prince who is
cognizant of them. This especially applies to privileges. This explains
why Bartolus [de Saxoferrato], when he was sent on an embassy to the
emperor Charles IV to obtain confirmation of the privileges of Peru-
gia, obtained the confirmation, but with the clause included, "Until
such time as they may be revoked by our successors," since he
[Charles] could do nothing to prejudice their rights.* This was the
reason why Michel de l'Hopital, the chancellor of France, refused to

{360} seal the confirmation of privileges and exemptions from tailles of
Saint-Maure-les-Fosses, even though he had been ordered to do it
{by Charles IX}. It was because they conferred a perpetual exemp-
tion, which is contrary to the nature of personal privileges and
diminishes the power of successor princes. And privileges cannot be
given to corporations and guilds except for the lifetime of the prince
who grants them, even if the word perpetual is used, which it never is
in the democratic and aristocratic states.25 This is why the emperor
Tiberius, Augustus' successor, ordered that privileges granted by
deceased emperors should not have any effect if their successors had
not confirmed them. For, as Suetonius reports, those who had been
given privileges wanted to have their exemptions taken as perpetual
unless the grant had been [expressly] limited to a definite period of
time. We also see that upon the advent of a new king in this kingdom,
all the guilds and communities ask for confirmation of their privileges,
powers, and jurisdictions - the Parlements and sovereign courts26 as
well as particular officials.

If the sovereign prince is thus exempt from the laws of his prede-
cessors, much less is he bound by laws and ordinances that he has
made himself. For although one can receive law from someone else, it
is as impossible by nature to give one's self a law as it is to command

{361} one's self to do something that depends on one's own will. As the law
says, Nulla obligatio consistere potest, quae a voluntate promittentis statum
capita - which is a rational necessity and clearly demonstrates that a
king cannot be subject to the laws. Just as the pope never ties his

*L8s, C2 adds, "even if this clause had not been added."
t"No obligation can exist that depends on the will of the person promising."
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Book /, chapter 8

hands, as the canonists say, so a sovereign prince cannot tie his hands
even if he wished to do so. Thus [133] at the end of edicts and
ordinances we see the words, "for such is our pleasure {car tel est
nostre plaisir)" which serve to make it understood that the laws of a
sovereign prince, even if founded on good and strong reasons, depend
solely on his own free will.

But as for divine and natural laws, every prince on earth is subject
to them, and it is not in their power to contravene them unless they
wish to be guilty of treason against God, and to war against Him
beneath whose grandeur all the monarchs of this world should bear
the yoke and bow the head in abject fear and reverence. The absolute

{362} power of princes and of other sovereign lordships (seigneuries
souverains), therefore, does not in any way extend to the laws of God
and of nature. Indeed he (Innocent IV) who best understood what
absolute power is, and made {Christian} kings and emperors bow to
him, said that it is nothing but the power of overriding ordinary law.
He did not say the laws of God and of nature.

But is the prince not subject to those laws of the land that he has
sworn to keep? Here we must distinguish. If the prince swears to
himself that he will keep his own law, he is not bound by that law any
more than by an oath made to himself. For even subjects are in no way
bound by the oath they take in making contracts of a sort that the law
permits them to ignore even when the terms are honest and reason-
able.27 And if a sovereign prince promises another prince to keep laws
that he or his predecessors have made, he is obligated to keep them if
the prince to whom he gave his word has an interest in his so doing -
and even if he did not take an oath. But if the prince to whom the
promise was made does not have an interest, neither the promise nor
the oath can obligate the prince who made the promise.* The same
may be said of a promise given to a subject by the prince either when
he is sovereign or before he is elected, for in this [latter] respect his
status makes no difference, despite what many think.

It is not that the prince is bound by his own or his predecessors'
{363} laws, but rather by the just contracts and promises that he has made,

* L86, C2-6 adds, "And although Alessandro Tartagni held in almost all his commen-
taries and responsa that contracts which would otherwise not be binding acquire force
solely by virtue of having been sworn to (an opinion that cannot be supported either by
probable argument or authority), even he denied that princes were bound by their own
decrees and laws even though they had ratified them with an oath."
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On sovereignty

whether with or without an oath, as is any private individual. And just
as a private individual can be relieved of a promise that is unjust or
unreasonable, or burdens him too much, or was put upon him to his
substantial loss through trickery, fraud, error, force, [134] or reason-
able fear, so for the same reasons can a prince, if he is sovereign, be
relieved of anything that involves a diminution of his majesty. And so
our maxim stands. The prince is not subject to his own laws or to the
laws of his predecessors, but only to his just and reasonable contracts
in the observation of which his subjects in general or particular sub-
jects have an interest.

Here many commentators mistakenly confuse the prince's laws
with his contracts, which they call laws, and mistaken also is he [Pedro
Belluga] who takes what are called compacted laws (loix pactionees) in
the Estates of Aragon to be contracts of the prince. When the king
makes an ordinance at the request of the Estates and receives money
for it, or a subsidy, they say that the king is bound by it, and as for
other laws that he is not bound. Nevertheless they admit that the
prince can override it if the reason for the law should cease. This is

{364} true enough, and well founded in reason and authority. But there is
no need for money and an oath to oblige a sovereign ruler if the
subjects to whom he has given his promise have an interest in the law
being kept. For the word of the prince should be like an oracle, and
his dignity suffers when one has so low an opinion of him that he is
not believed unless he swears, or is not [expected to be] faithful to his
promises unless one gives him money. Nevertheless the force of the
legal maxim still remains. A sovereign prince can override a law that
he has promised and sworn to keep if it ceases to be just without the
consent of his subjects, although it is true that in this case a general
derogation does not suffice unless a special derogation goes along
with it.28 But if there is no just cause to set aside a law that he has
promised to maintain, the prince ought not and cannot [justly] con-
travene it.29

On the other hand, he is not bound to the contracts and oaths of his
predecessors unless he is their heir.* And this is the ground on which

*To "unless he is their heir," L87, B1-2 adds, "except in so far as he has profited from
them," which helps the transition. But even so the transition is misleading. The point of
this paragraph is that even where an incumbent is obligated by the promises of a
predecessor, he may for good reason alter legislation unilaterally. On obligations stem-
ming from the acts of predecessors, see below, pp. 42-45.
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Book I, chapter 8

the Estates of Aragon complained to King Alphonso that he had
changed and altered the money of Aragon to gain a profit, that this
was to the extreme disadvantage of his subjects and foreign mer-

{365} chants, and that it was contrary to a promise made by James I, king of
Aragon, in April 1265 and confirmed by King Peter in 1336, who
swore to the Estates that he would never alter the money. For this the
people, by way of recompense, [135] promised the king one maravedis
per hearth every seven years to be paid by all those whose worth came
to fifteen maravedis, [a coin] which is equal to half a Hard.30 Now it is
clear that the kingdom of Aragon goes by heredity to males and also to
females; yet the purpose of the convention between the prince and the
people ceasing, as well as of the subsidy for which the kings of Aragon
passed the ordinance that I have mentioned, the prince is no longer
bound by it, any more than the people are bound to pay the subsidy
imposed if the prince does not keep his promise.*

It is essential, therefore, not to confuse a law and a contract. Law
depends on him who has the sovereignty and he can obligate all his
subjects {by a law} but cannot obligate himself. A contract between a
prince and his subjects is mutual; it obligates the two parties recipro-
cally and one party cannot contravene it to the prejudice of the other
and without the other's consent. In this case the prince has no advan-
tage over the subject except that, if the justice of a law that he has
sworn to keep ceases, he is no longer bound by his promise, as we

{366} have said, which is a liberty that subjects cannot exercise with respect
to each other unless they are relieved [of their obligations] by the
prince.

Furthermore, sovereignt princes who are well informed never take
an oath to keep the laws of their predecessors, or else they are not
sovereign.31 Someone will object, perhaps, that, before he is con-
secrated, the emperor, who has precedence over all other Christian
kings, swears in the hands of the archbishop of Cologne to keep the
laws of the Empire and the Golden Bull; to establish justice; to obey
the pope;t to maintain the Catholic faith; and to defend widows,
orphans, and the poor. That in sum is the oath that Charles V took
and which was sent to the pope by Cardinal Cajetan, the papal ambas-

*"any more . . . keep his promise" is omitted at L87, C2.
t "sovereign" is omitted at L87, Cio.
tFor "obey the pope" L87, D6 substitutes "courteously respect the sovereignty of the

pope."
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On sovereignty

sador in Germany. But I answer that the emperor is subject to the

Estates of the Empire, and does not claim sovereignty over the princes

or the Estates, as we will point out in due course.

And if someone says that the kings of the Epirotes in ancient times

swore they would reign well and properly according to the laws of the

land, and that the subjects also swore, reciprocally, that they would

keep and maintain the king according to the ordinances and customs

of the country, I say that these oaths notwithstanding, a sovereign

prince can modify the laws, and even repeal or annul them, if they

cease to be just.* But the oath of our kings, which is [136] the most

beautiful and most concise that can be devised, includes nothing

about keeping the laws and customs of the country or their prede-

cessors. I shall set it down word for word exactly as extracted from an

old book in the library of Reims, which begins:

{367} Iuliani ad Erigium Regent, Anno MLVIII, Henrico regnante XXXII.

HI Calendy Iunii:... Ego Philippus Deo propiciante moxfuturus Rex

Francorum, in die ordinationis meae, promitto coram Deo et sanctis

eiusy quod unicuique de nobis commissis canonicum privilegium et

debitam legem atque iustitiam conservabo, et defensionem, adiuvante

Domino, quantum potero exhibebo, sicut Rex in suo regno unicuique

Episcopo, et ecclesia sibi commissae per rectum exhibere debet: populo

quoque nobis creditOy me dispensationem legum in suo iure consistentem,

nostra auctoritate concessurum. Qtia perlecta posuit earn in manus

ArchiepiscopiA

*"And if someone says . . . cease to be just." L87, D11-L88, A4, in a major shift of
interpretation, removes the obvious inconsistency here and compares the Epirote kings
to the German Emperors. "Similarly, the kings of the [ancient] Epirotes, upon taking
office, used to swear that they would observe the laws of the country, and their subjects
also swore that they would carry out the prince's commands according to the laws and
customs of their ancestors. For although the title king is august and sacred, many have it
in name only and not in fact, as is reported of the kings of Denmark and Bohemia. And
we will reach the same conclusion on the kings of the Epirotes."

t[From] Julianus to Master {Regent) Erigius in the year 1058, the thirty-second in the
reign of Henry I, on the twenty-ninth day of May: . . . I, Philip, God willing, about to
become king of the French, do promise before God and His saints on this day of my
coronation to secure canonical privilege, due law, and justice to every person entrusted
to our charge and, with God's help, I will provide for their defense so far as I am able, as
a king in his kingdom rightly ought to do for every bishop and church committed to his
care. And to the people entrusted to our care, [I promise] that I will grant by our
authority execution of the laws consistent with their right. After this was read he placed it
in the hands of the archbishop.
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Book /, chapter 8

I have also learned that the oath found in the library of Beauvais is
very similar and is by the same King Philip I.

But I have seen another version of our oath, in a very old little book
in the abbey of St. Allier in Auvergne,* which reads, "I swear in the
name of almighty God and I promise to govern well and duly the
subjects committed to my care, and with all my strength to give (faire)
judgment, justice, and mercy." This seems to be taken from Jeremiah
[9, (24)] where it is said, "I am the great God eternal who gives {fay)
judgment, justice, and mercy, and in these things I take special
delight." This shows at a glance that the oaths contained in a printed
book {recently} published on the coronation ceremony entitled Sucre
du Roy have been much changed and altered from their ancient form.
But one can see in either [of the above] version[s] of the oath that
there is no obligation to keep the laws unless right and justice would
be affected adversely (sinon tant que le droit et la justice souffrird).^
Indeed it seems that the ancient kings of the Hebrews did not take any
oath at all, not even those who were consecrated by Samuel, Elijah,
and others.

But some kings take a more restrictive oath (serment plus precis) like
the oath of Henry III, king of France and Poland, which runs as
follows:

Ego Henricus Rex Poloniae, etc. iuro Deo omnipotenti, quod omnia
him, HbertateSy privilegia publica et privata, iuri communi non con-

{368} traria, ecclesiis, principibus, baronibus, nobilibus, civibus, incolis per
meos praedecessores Reges, etc. quoscunque principes dominos regni
Poloniae iuste donata, ab ordinibusque tempore interregni statuta,
sancta, nobis oblata, observabo, [137] etc. iustitiamque omnibus incolis
iuxta iura publica admnistrabo. Et si (quo absit) sacramentum meum
violavero, nullam nobis incolae regni obedientiam praestare debebunt,
etc. sic meDeus adiuvet.%

*For "But I have seen . . . Auvergne" L88, B6-9 substitutes, "Both these oaths have a
priestly aroma about them. But I have copied, from the very ancient archives of a library
in Auvergne, the purest and best form of oath that can be devised and I recommend it for
all kings to admire and imitate."

t "unless right and justice would be affected adversely" is omitted at L88, C6.
t l , Henry, king of Poland etc., swear by almighty God that I will observe all rights,

liberties, and privileges public and private not contrary to common law that have been
jusdy granted to churches, princes, barons, nobles, citizens, and inhabitants by the kings
my predecessors or by any princes who were lords of the kingdom of Poland, including
those established, confirmed, and presented to us by the Estates during the interregnum;
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As for laws which concern the state of the kingdom and its basic
form, since these are annexed and united to the crown like the Salic
law, the prince cannot detract from them. And should he do so, his
successor can nullify anything that has been done in prejudice of the
royal laws on which the sovereign majesty is founded and supported.*

One might still object that when Henry V, king of France and
England, married Catherine of France, the sister of Charles VII, he
swore that he would maintain the Parlement in its liberties and
sovereign prerogatives, and that he would administer justice in the
kingdom in accordance with its rights and customs. The words here
are from the treaty, entered into on 21 May 1420, naming a successor
to the crown of France. My answer is that they made him take this
oath because he was a stranger coming to a new kingdom, the
legitimate successor {Charles VII} having been set aside by a decree
of the Parlement of Paris, with Charles absent and in contempt,
because of the murder of John of Burgundy, which decree was pro-
nounced at the marble table in the presence of the princes and with
the sound of a trumpet.32

But as to general and local customs that do not concern the
foundations of the kingdom, it is the custom not to change anything in
them without having duly assembled the Three Estates of France as a
whole, or of each bailliage in particular, t But this does not mean that
their advice must be taken, or that the king cannot do the opposite of
what is asked if natural reason and the justice of what he wants

{36Q} support him. It is thus that the grandeur and majesty of a truly
sovereign prince is manifested - when the Estates of all the people are

and that I will administer justice to all inhabitants in accordance with established public
law. And if (may it never come to pass) I should violate my oath, the inhabitants of the
kingdom shall not be bound to render me obedience, etc., so help me God. L84, D8-9
adds, "This points not to royal sovereignty but to the status of a [mere] prince (that is, of
someone who is [merely] first in the state)." (On the principate, see below, p. 107.)

*L88, D12-L89, A2 introduces a significant elaboration, "And if there is any detraction
from these fundamental laws {leges imperil), the magistrates normally correct it once the
prince is dead. They will not acknowledge any decree of his that goes against the
fundamental laws, such as a diminution of the rights of sovereignty or a usurpation of the
commonwealth's domain." (Thus an act against fundamental law by a previous king may-
be disallowed by the magistrates upon his death without an act of repeal by the
successor.)

tL8o,, B2-3 omits mention of the Estates-General and speaks only of the "convocation of
the Estates of each community (cuiusque civitatis ordinibus convocatis)." This, however,
may have been an oversight, since the consultation of the Estates-General as ordinary
practice is implied in the paragraphs that follow.
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assembled and present requests and supplications to their prince in
all humility, without having any power to command or decree, or even
a right to deliberate (ny voix deliberative), and whatever the king
pleases by way of consent or dissent, command or prohibition, is
taken for law, for edict, or for ordinance.

Hence those who have written on the duty of magistrates and other
such books are mistaken in holding that the Estates of the people are
[138] greater than the prince.33 It is an opinion that leads subjects to
revolt from the obedience they owe their sovereign prince, and there
is neither reason nor any basis whatsoever for it unless the king is a
captive or insane. For if a sovereign prince is subject to the Estates, he
is neither prince nor sovereign, and the state is neither a kingdom nor
a monarchy, but a pure aristocracy34 of many lords with equal power,
where the greater part commands the smaller part collectively, and
each individual particularly. Edicts and ordinances would then have to
be issued in the name of the Estates, and be commanded by them as
in an aristocracy where the person who presides has no power and has
to obey the orders of the governing body - all of which is absurd and
inconsistent [in a monarchy].*

Thus at the assembly of the Estates of this kingdom held at Tours
[1484], at a time when King Charles VIII was under age and the

U70} Estates had more authority than ever, we see Relli, the orator who
spoke for all of the Estates, begin his speech as follows:

Most high, most powerful, and most Christian king, our
sovereign and natural lord. Your humble and most obedient sub-

*The French edition of 1579, octavo, Jacques du Puy, p. 137 (and this edition only,
according to McRae, p. 95, note E6) adds: "and also pernicious. And on this pretext [of
the people's superiority] there are some who have sought to make the kingdom elective,
with power in the Estates to take sceptres and crowns away from the true successors in
order to give them to the most factious and ambitious. This inevitably brings with it the
ruin of kingdoms that were founded on a rule of succession as their solid foundation, as I
pointed out at the Estates of France held at Blois in 1576 which I attended as a deputy
sent by the Estates of Vermandois. For it is quite certain that the people as a whole can
only petition, that the privy council can only deliberate, and that those who attend the
privy council without having a seat in it can only give advice, while the king alone
decides. For if it were otherwise, and the decision were in the hands of many, the marks
of sovereignty would disappear, and the monarchy would be no more than an aristocracy
or a democracy exposed to the dangerous scheming of the most mischievous and
factious." (Bodin does not reject election as inherently incompatible with the principle of
monarchy, but only the idea that the power to elect entails a power to depose. His target
here could well be Francois Hotman's Francogallia [1st ed., 1573], which asserted that
connection.)
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jects, convened here by your command, appear before you and
present themselves to you in all humility, reverence, and subjec-
tion, etc. And I have been charged by everyone in this noble
assembly to express to you their good wishes, cordial affection,
and firm determination to serve and obey you, and to give you
support in all of your affairs, commands, and wishes.

In brief, in all of the speeches and discussions of the Estates there is
nothing but subjection, service, and obedience. And the same applies
to the Estates of Orleans [1560].

Nor can one say that they do differendy in Spain. For the same
expressions of submission and subjection, service and obedience, on
the art of the entire people to the king of Spain as to their sovereign
lord, may be found in the speeches of the Estates held at Toledo in
1552. Here too we find replies of the sovereign prince to the humble
requests and petitions of the people with the words "We will" or "We
have ordered," along with other responses of this sort bearing the
prince's refusal or agreement. Indeed, the very tax that the people pay
to the king of Spain is called "the service." Hence [139] Pedro
Belluga was mistaken when he said that the kings of Aragon cannot
detract from the privileges of the Estates, in view of the privilege
granted to them by King James in 1260 and confirmed in 1320. For
just as the privilege ceased to be valid on the death of James I without
confirmation by his successor, so the same confirmation by the other
[and still later] kings is necessary in accordance with the legal maxim
that one equal cannot command another (qui tie soujfrepas qu 'on puisse
commander a son pareil).

{371} Although in the Parliaments of the kingdom of England, which they
hold every three years, the Estates assume a greater liberty, as is the
wont with peoples of the north, yet in fact they too proceed only by
supplication and request. In the English Parliament held in October
1560, all the Estates by common agreement had resolved, and gave
the queen to understand, that they would not take up any business
until she named a successor to the crown. She replied that they were
looking to dig her grave before she died, but that all their resolutions
would be of no effect without her will; and she did not do anything
they asked, as I have learned from the letters of the English ambas-
sador. Moreover, the Estates of England are never assembled, any
more than are those of this kingdom or of Spain, but by letters patent
and express commands emanating from the king, which clearly shows
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that the Estates have no power of deciding, commanding, or
determining anything, seeing that they cannot meet or dissolve
without an express command.

One might still say that ordinances made by the king of England at
the request of the Estates cannot be repealed without calling the
Estates. That is the common practice, and it is what is ordinarily
done, as I have learned from Mr. Dale, the English ambassador, an
honorable and learned man. But he has assured me that the king
accepts or rejects laws as he sees fit, and does not hesitate to ordain
law at his pleasure and against the will of the Estates, as did Henry
VIII, who always invoked his sovereign power. For although the kings
of England are not consecrated unless they swear to keep the
ordinances and customs of the country, that oath must be related to
what we have said above.35

[140] But someone may object that the Estates* do not tolerate the
imposition of extraordinary levies or subsidies unless they are granted
and consented to in Parliament, in accordance with a decree of
Henry I in the great charter,t a document in virtue of which the

{372} people have always prevailed against their kings. My answer is that
other kings have no more power than the king of England. For there
is no prince in all the world who has the power to levy taxes on the
people at his pleasure any more than he has the power to take
another's goods,36 as Philippe de Commines wisely remonstrated at
the Estates of Tours [1484] in a speech reported in his memoirs. If
the need is urgent, the prince ought not to wait for the Estates to
meet37 or for the consent of the people, since its welfare depends on
the foresight and diligence of a wise prince. And we will speak of this
in due course.38 But it is true that the kings of England, beginning
with Henry I as we read in Polydore [Virgil],39 have customarily asked
for an extraordinary subsidy40 every three years and have almost
always received it. Thus at the Parliament that met in April 1570, the
queen of England obtained the equivalent of 500,000 gold crowns
(escus) by consent of the Estates. And they$ do the same in the Spanish
Estates.

* Lo,o, D8 mentions the Spanish Estates along with the English.
t For "a decree of Henry I in the great charter" L90, D8 substitutes, "an ancient law of

Henry I." (This charter of the early twelfth century was taken as a precedent by the
authors ofMagna Charta, and Bodin seems to have run the two together in the French.)

tLo.1, A8 adds "sometimes."
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On sovereignty

Here someone may object that the Estates of England have the
power to punish. Thus Thomas and Henry Howard were condemned
by the Estates at the indictment {poursuite) of King Henry VIII of
England, and, even more remarkable, King Henry VI was also sen-
tenced by the Estates to be imprisoned in the Tower of London.41 But
I answer that this was done by the ordinary judges of England [seated]
in the upper house of Parliament at the request of the lower house,
which also presented a request to the upper house in 1571 for a
determination that the Counts of Northumberland, Westmorland,
and other conspirators had incurred the penalties established by the
law of the land for the crime of treason. This clearly shows that the

{373} Estates as a body have neither power nor jurisdiction, but that the
power lies in the judges of the upper house.* It would be as if the
Parlement of Paris, assisted by the princes and the peers, were
present as a separate body in the Estates to judge great cases.

One difficulty concerning the Estates of England still remains to be
resolved [141], in that they seem to be empowered to command,
resolve, and decide in great affairs of state. For when Queen Mary
had them assembled to verify (faire passer) the articles dealing with her
marriage to King Philip [of Spain], many disputes and difficulties
were raised before the treaty was finally verified on 2 April 1554. The
verification was in the form of a decree issued in the name of the
Estates and in these words:

The above articles and that which depends on them having been
examined by the Estates assembled in the Parliament met at
Westminster Palace, it is declared: As for the disposition and
conferment of all benefices and offices, they are reserved to the
queen, as also all the fruits, profits, rents, and revenues of her
countries, lands, and lordships (seigneuries); and the queen alone
and of herself shall enjoy the royalty and sovereignty of the said
kingdoms, countries, lands, and subjects, absolutely after the
consummation of the marriage: without the said prince being able
to pretend, by the form of the courtesy of England,! to the crown
and sovereignty of the kingdom, or to any other right,
preeminence, or authority. [It is also declared] that all mandates
and letters patent shall pass under the name of the said prince
and the queen conjointly; which letters signed by the hand of the

*LQI , B9 calls these "extraordinary judges appointed by the king."
tBodin note to p. 141, "by which the husband is usufructuary of nis wife's goods if he

survives her."
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queen alone and sealed with the great seals of the chancellory,
shall be valid: but if they are not signed by the said queen they
shall be void.

I have chosen to quote this verification at length to show that the
entire sovereignty belongs undivided to the kings of England and that
the Estates are only witnesses. For verification by the Estates, no
more than verification by a court, a Parlement, a corporation, or a

{374} guild, does not suffice to show power to command. It is rather consent
to the validity of acts, on which some doubt might otherwise be cast
after the queen was dead, or even while she lived, by opposition from
the magistrates and officers of the kingdom.42

We shall conclude, then, that the sovereignty of the monarch is in
no way altered by the presence of the Estates. On the contrary, his
majesty is all the greater and more illustrious when all his people
publicly acknowledge him as sovereign, even though, in an assembly
like this, princes, not wishing to rebuff their subjects, grant and pass
many things that they would not consent to [142] had they not been
overcome by the requests, petitions, and just complaints of a harassed
and afflicted people which has most often been wronged without the
knowledge of the prince, who sees and hears only through the eyes,
ears, and reports of others.

We thus see that the main point of sovereign majesty and absolute
power consists of giving the law to subjects in general without their
consent. Not to go to other countries, we in this kingdom have often
seen certain general customs repealed by edicts of our kings without
hearing from the Estates when the injustice of the rules was obvious
(oculaire)* Thus the custom concerning the inheritance by mothers of
their children's goods, which was observed in this kingdom
throughout the entire region governed by customary law,43 was
changed without assembling either the general or local estates.t Nor
is this something new. In the time of King Philip the Fair, the general
custom of the entire kingdom, by which the losing party in a [civil]
case could not be required to pay [court] expenses, was suppressed by
an edict without assembling the Estates. And the general custom that

{375} prohibited the taking of testimony from women in civil cases was
repealed by an edict of Charles VI [in 1394] without calling the

*"when . . . obvious" is omitted at L92, A9, perhaps because it seemed to Bodin, on
second thoughts, to suggest conditions on thepower to repeal.

t"Thus the custom . . . local Estates" is omitted at Lo,2, A9.
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Estates. For a sovereign prince has to have the laws in his power in
order to change and correct them according to the circumstances; just
as the master pilot, said the jurist Sextus Caecilius, ought to have the
rudder in his hand to move at his discretion if the ship is not to go
down while waiting on the opinion of its passengers.

This is necessary not only for the sovereign prince, but sometimes
also for the magistrate, as we have said of Pompey and the Decemvirs.
That is why Augustus, after the battle of Actium, was exempted from
the laws by the Senate, even though he was only the chief person of
the state rather than a sovereign prince, as we shall explain in due
course. After Vespasian, furthermore, the emperor was also exempted
from the laws by what many think was an express law of the people
that is still to be found at Rome engraved in stone and is called the
royal law {lex regia}** by the jurists. But it is not very likely that the
people, who had lost all their power long before, now gave it to the
stronger party.*

{376} But if it is useful for a [143] sovereign prince to have power over
the laws in order to govern well, it is even more expedient for the
governing body in an aristocracy; while for the people in a democracy,
it is a logical necessity (necessaire). For the monarch is separate from
the people, and in an aristocracy the nobles are separate from the
commoners. Hence in the one as in the other there are two parties -
the person or persons that have the sovereignty on the one side, and
the people on the other - which causes the difficulties that arise
between them on the rights of sovereignty. But these disappear in a
democracy. For if the prince or the nobles (seigneurs) who are in
possession of the state are obligated to keep the laws, as many think,
and cannot make law without the permission of the people or the
Senate, then a law can also not be changed, legally speaking, without
the consent of both parties - which cannot happen in a democracy
since the people is but one body and cannot obligate itself.

Why then, it will be asked, did the Roman people swear to keep the

* "After Vespasian . . . stronger party." L92, C3-9 is more precise and coherent. "Later
on, Vespasian is said to have been exempted from the laws not only by the Senate, but
also by the people, and sovereign power to have been transferred to him in its entirety by
the royal law (lege regia) which is mentioned [in the Digest] as having been passed
concerning his authority (imperio) and which, inscribed in marble, is still extant at Rome.
Yet it seems ridiculous to speak of the people passing a royal law since Tiberius had
completely removed the rights of assembly and of voting that had been left to the
commoners (plebi) by Augustus."
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laws? Dio [Cassius] writes that this was a new custom introduced at
the request of a tribune {Saturninus}, and then continued, for all laws
even when they were unjust and absurd. But this does not resolve the
difficulty. I would say that each person took the oath as an individual,

{377} something which all collectively could not have done since an oath,
properly speaking, is rendered only by a lesser to a greater. In a
monarchy, on the contrary, each individual and the entire people as a
body must swear to keep the laws and take an oath of loyalty to the
sovereign monarch, who does not himself owe any oath except to God
alone, of whom he holds his scepter and his power. For an oath always
implies reverence towards the person to whom it is given or in whose
name it is taken, which is the only reason why a lord does not take an
oath to his vassal even though the obligation between them is mutual.

But if it is true that a sovereign prince owes no oath except to God,
why did Trajan take an oath to keep the laws before a consul who
remained seated while he stood? The answer is twofold. In the first
place, he swore an oath only when he took the consulship and, like
every magistrate newly entering an office, swore it on the first day of
the new year, after making a sacrifice in the Campidoglio, before the
highest magistrate to be found [144] in the city. And Trajan
sometimes took the consulship in addition to his imperial title, as the
other emperors also did. In the second place, the early Roman
emperors were not sovereign, but only chiefs and first citizens, who
were called principes. This form of state, in appearance aristocratic but
monarchical in practice, was called a principatus* The emperor's
[only] prerogative was to be the first in dignity, honor, and pre-
cedence, although in fact the majority of emperors were tyrants.
Indeed, one day, when some foreign kings were arguing about their
nobility and grandeur at his table, Caligula quoted the verse from
Homer, Ouk agathon he polukoiranie eis koiranos esto basileus - that is to

{378} say, "It is not expedient to have many rulers, and there is need for but
one king," and he was not very far, says Suetonius, from taking the
diadem and changing the form of state, which was a principate, into a
kingdom. Now it is clear that in a principate, the captain or prince is

*The definition of a principate is run together in this sentence with a critique of its
practice as a sham. The confusion is removed at La.3, B2-3 which substitutes, "A
principate is understood to be a form of aristocracy in which one person has precedence
over all the rest in dignity, as at Venice." The Latin fails, however, to include the
possibility that, technically at least, a principate, as Bodin defines it, could also be a form
of democracy.
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not sovereign, any more than is the duke at Venice, as we shall explain
in due course.

But even when one acknowledges that the emperors had effectively
usurped sovereignty, as they surely had, it is no surprise that Trajan,
who was one of the best princes that ever existed in this world, swore
to keep the laws, even though he was exempt in his capacity as prince.
It was to provide his subjects with an example of scrupulous
observance. And previous to him no emperor had ever done this. This
is why Pliny the Younger, speaking of Trajan's oath, exclaimed,
"Behold something strange and never seen before: the emperor
swearing to keep the laws . . . ! " - which shows that it was very new.
Theodoric, later, wishing to gain the favor of the Senate and the
Roman people, followed Trajan's example, as we read in Cassio-
dorus. Ecce, says Theodoric, Traiani nostri clarum seculis reparamus
exemplum: iurat vobis, per quern iuratis* And it is likely that other
princes have turned this into a custom, and take an oath at their
coronation, even when they have the sovereignty by right of
succession.45

It is true [145] no doubt that the kings of northern peoples46 take
oaths that detract from their sovereignty. In fact, the nobility of

{379} Denmark held up the coronation of King Frederick [II] in August
1559 until he had solemnly sworn that he would not execute a noble-
man or confiscate his property unless the accused had been tried by
the Senate; that all gentlemen would have jurisdiction and the power
of capital punishment over their subjects without appeal and without
the king having any share of fines and confiscations; and that the king
would have no power to bestow any office without the consent of the
Senate, t All of these are arguments showing that the [present] king of
Denmark is not a sovereign. But this is an oath that was initially
forced from the lips of Frederick, grandfather of the present
Frederick, during his war against King Christian of Denmark, who
died in prison at the age of twenty-five; and it was confirmed by
Christian, Frederick's father, who took the same oath. And so that he

*"Let it be seen," says Theodoric, "that we are renewing the example of Trajan, which
has been famous through the ages. He swears unto you by whom you swear." (The
emperor in question is not Theodoric but his successor, Athalaric.)

tFor "and that the king . . . consent of the Senate" L93, D13-L94, Ai substitutes, "and
that he would not give any honors or offices to private persons but leave it to the
determination of the Senate" (which indicates an even more stringent limitation of royal
power).
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would not be able to break his oath, the nobility concluded an alliance
with the city of Lubeck, and also with King Sigismund Augustus of
Poland, who had hardly anything more in the way of sovereignty than
the king of Denmark.

But it has to be one way or the other. The prince who swears to
keep the civil laws either is not sovereign or else becomes a perjurer if
he violates his oath, which a sovereign prince will have to do in order
to annul, change, or correct the laws according to the exigencies of
situations, times, and persons.47 Or else, if we say that the prince,
without ceasing to be sovereign, is still bound to take the advice of the
Senate or the people, he will also have to be dispensed by his subjects
from the oath he took to keep the laws inviolate; and the subjects who
are bound and obligated to the laws, both individually and collectively,
will also need a dispensation from the prince on pain of being
perjured. Sovereignty will thus be tossed up and back between two
parties, and sometimes the people, sometimes the prince will be the
master — which are egregious absurdities and utterly incompatible

{380} with absolute sovereignty, as well as contrary to the laws and to
natural reason.

Nevertheless, we see highly knowledgeable commentators main-
taining that princes should be required to take an oath to keep the
laws and customs of the land. [146] By doing this they weaken and
degrade sovereign majesty, which should be sacred, and produce an
aristocracy, or even a democracy.48 It also happens that the sovereign
prince, seeing that they would steal what is his and subject him to his
own laws, exempts himself at last not only from the civil laws, but also
from the laws of God and of nature, treating them as all the same.

It is especially important, therefore, to clarify this point. For
someone could still object that by the law of the Medes and the
Persians, edicts of the king were irrevocable. Even though the king of
the Medes wished to exempt Daniel from the capital punishment
mandated by the edict he had violated, the princes remonstrated that
an edict could not be revoked since that was not permitted by the law
of the land. And Daniel was in fact thrown to the lions. If, then, the
greatest monarch on earth could not abrogate the edicts he had made,
our positions on sovereign power are ill founded. Furthermore, the
limitation in question can occur not only in monarchies, but also in a
democracy like Athens. Thucydides shows that the Peloponnesian
War began because of an edict made by the Athenian people which
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removed the right of landing at the port of Athens from the
Megarians. After they [the Megarians] lodged a complaint with the
allies over this outrage to the law of nations, the Spartans dispatched
an embassy to the Athenians to ask them to revoke the edict. Pericles,
who was then all-powerful in Athens, replied to the ambassadors that
the laws of the Athenians expressly provided that edicts published and
hung up on the pillars49 could never be repealed. If that is true, the

{381} people was bound not only by its own laws, but also by the laws of its
predecessors.

Furthermore, the emperor Theodosius decided that edicts should
be made with the consent of all the Senators. And in the ordinance of
King Louis XI of France concerning the creation of an order of
knights, Article 8 expressly states that the king will not undertake wars
or any other momentous and dangerous enterprises without inform-
ing the knights of the order so that he might hear and make use of
their counsel and advice. This also is why the edicts of our kings [147]
have no effect unless they are published, verified, and registered in
the Parlement* with the consent of the procuror general and the
approval of the [high] court. It is also a maxim of English law, invari-
ably observed, that all ordinances affecting the foundations of the
state (portans coup a Vestat) will be questioned, unless they are
authorized by the Parliament of England.

I answer that these objections do not invalidate the rule of public
law that we have postulated. As to the [supposed] law of the Medes, it
was purely a malicious falsehood (pure calomnie) raised against Daniel
by courtiers who were offended by the sight of a foreign prince raised
up so high in their land and to a rank not far from the king's own
majesty. The king went along with it only to see whether the God of
Daniel would protect him from the sentence, which He did;
whereupon the king had Daniel's enemies thrown into the den of
hungry lions, which shows that he was not subject to the civil laws of
his country. We can also see this in the fact that Darius Mnemon,50

acting at the request of a young Jewish lady {Esther}, repealed an
edict in which he had ordered the extermination of the Jewish people.

{382} As for Pericles, he was seeking to start a war so that he could escape
indictment by his enemies, for so Theopompus and Timaeus attested,
and Plutarch did not deny it. That is why he told the Spartan ambas-

*For "the Parlement," L95, B1-2 specifying, or perhaps amending, substitutes "the high
court [Parlement] of each province."
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sadors that edicts once hung on the pillars could not be removed. But
they paid him back in true Laconic fashion, saying that they did not
want the edict to be taken down but only to have the tablet turned
around.

If the edicts of the Athenians were irrevocable, why do we see an
endless train of laws which they made in and out of season to bring in
innovations? To prove that Pericles was imposing on the ambas-
sadors, we need only look at the speech delivered by Demosthenes
against Leptines, who had laid a proposal before the people asking for
a perpetual and irrevocable edict thenceforth forbidding, on pain of
death, the presentation of a request to the people for any privilege or
exemption, with the same punishment for anyone who should speak
in favor of repealing the edict. Demosthenes blocked his proposal on
the spot by showing that the people, in granting this edict, would
obviously strip itself not only of its prerogative of conferring [148]
exemptions and privileges, but also of its power to make and repeal
laws as the need arose. In Athens there was also a people's action
against infringement of the laws that could be brought against anyone
who tried to get the people to pass an edict contrary to the laws
already received, as we know from Demosthenes' speeches. But that
never prevented good and advantageous new laws from being pre-

{383} ferred over old, unjust ones. Similarly, the general edict providing
that a fine once adjudged by the people should never be reduced was
revoked many times - once, notably, in favor of Pericles, and again in
favor of Cleomedon and Demosthenes, each of whom had been
condemned by different judgments of the people to a fine of thirty
thousand crowns (escus). It is also said that in this kingdom a fine once
paid, whether justified or not, is never remitted, and yet one often
sees the contrary.

It is a mere manner of proceeding, always found in every state, that
those who make the laws add such words as "by perpetual and irrevo-
cable edict," in order to give them greater weight and authority. In
this kingdom the phrase "to all persons present and future" is put at
the beginning of important edicts to indicate their continuing charac-
ter to posterity. To make the difference even clearer between these
edicts and others that are meant to be temporary, they seal the former
in green wax with green and red silk ties, the latter [only] in yellow
wax.

Nevertheless, none of these edicts are perpetual, any more than
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they were at Rome, where whoever published a law added at the end
that it could not be altered either by the Senate or the people. If that
was really effective, why did the people repeal laws from one day to
the next? Cicero says:

You know that the tribune Clodius, in the law that he has
published, had it state at the end that neither the Senate nor the
people could detract from it in any way. But it is well known that
no one has ever paid attention to the clause, ut nee per Senatum,
nee per populutn lex infirmari possit* Were it otherwise, no law
would ever be repealed, since there is none that does not bear
that clause, which, however, is regularly set aside.t

{384} This is even better stated in the speech of Fabius Ambustus against
[149] a veto by the tribunes, who maintained that the people could not
choose two nobles as consuls in defiance of the law that required one
of them to be a commoner. Fabius said that by the law of the Twelve
Tables,51 the last decree of the people was the strongest, t

It is thus evident that the Persians, Medes, Greeks, and Latins use
the same formula to validate their edicts and ordinances as do our
kings, who sometimes affix the clause, "without it being possible
hereafter for us or our successors to detract from it," or "without
regard to any [future] abrogation which from this time forth we have
declared void." Nevertheless, there is simply no way, as we have said,
to give one's self a law that one cannot get out of. For the edict made
later always bears an express abrogation of the [clause forbidding]
abrogations. Solon, not wanting to make the Athenians keep his laws
forever, was content to order them to be kept for a hundred years. Yet
soon afterwards, while he was still alive and present, he was to see
most of them altered.

As for the verification of edicts on the part of the Estates or the
Parlement, it is of great importance for making sure that they are kept.

*"that this law cannot be annulled either by the Senate or by the people."
t"Were it otherwise . . . set aside." L96, C8-10, which gives Cicero's language exactly, is

more pointed: "nam si id esse, nullafere abrogariposset, neque enim ulla est, quae non ipsa se
saepiat difficultate abrogations. Sed cum lex abrogatur, Mud ipsum abrogaretur (For if this
were so, almost no law could be repealed since there is none that does not fortify itself by
putting up some obstacle to repeal. But when the law is repealed that clause is repealed
as well)."

t " . . . the last decree of the people was the strongest." L96, D3-4 directly quotes the law
as it is given in Dig.y I, 3 (de legibus), 28; "Quod postremum iussit populus id ratum esto
(What the people has decreed last, let it be valid)."
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But this is not to say that a sovereign prince cannot make law without
it. And so Theodosius [II] says hutnanum esse (it is the civilized thing)*
to indicate that the consent of the Senate non tarn necessitatis est,

{385} <luam humanitatisA And the same applies to the saying that it is seemly
for a sovereign prince to keep his own law,$ for there is nothing that
makes him more feared and revered by his subjects, whereas, on the
contrary, there is nothing that more abases the authority of his law
than his own contempt for it. As an ancient Roman senator said,
Levins est> et vanius sua decreta tollere quam aliorum.%

But if the prince forbids killing on penalty of death, is he not then
bound by his own law? I say that this law is not his law but the law of
God and of nature, to which he is more strictly bound than any of his
subjects, from which he cannot be dispensed either by the Senate or
the people, and for which he is always answerable to the judgment of
God, whose inquiry, said Solomon, is very rigorous; and this is why
Marcus Aurelius said that magistrates judge private persons; princes,
magistrates; and God, princes. Such is the opinion of two princes who
have [150] always been estimated as among the wisest ever, and I shall
add this remark of Antigonus, king of Asia, who hearing a sycophant
say that everything is justified for kings, said "Yes! For kings who are
barbarians and tyrants." The first to practice this kind of flattery was
Anaxarchus towards Alexander the Great, whom he led to believe that
the goddess Justice sat on the right hand of Jupiter in order to show

{386} that everything princes do is just. But soon afterwards he had occa-
sion to experience that justice, having fallen into the hands of his
enemy, the king of Cyprus, who had him broken on an anvil. Seneca
said just the opposite: Caesari cum omnia licent, propter hoc minus licet\

Hence those who state it as a general rule that princes are not
subject to their laws, or even to their contracts, give offense to God

* Refers to the opening words of Cod. I, 14, 8, which Bodin cites.
1" "is not so much of necessity as civility." L97, A7 notes that this remark is an interpreta-

tion by Baldus in his commentary, In omnes Codicis libros, in I. hutnanum, de legibu$(Cod.,
I, 14, 8).

f i t is seemly for a sovereign prince to keep his own law" paraphrases a celebrated line in
Cod., I, 14 (de legib. et const, princ), 4, called /. digna vox, which Bodin cites in the French
and quotes verbatim at L97, A8—9: "Digna vox tnaiestate, regnantis legibus alligatum
principem se profiteri (It is an expression worthy of a ruler's majesty for the prince to
profess that he is bound by the laws)."

§"It is more capricious and foolish to repeal your own decrees than those of others." L97,
B5-6 adds, "Yet it is one thing to do something of one's own accord, quite another to be
bound to do it out of obligation."

H "Caesar, permitted all, is on that account permitted less."
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On sovereignty

unless they make an exception for the laws of God and of nature and
the just contracts and treaties that princes have entered into, or else
can point to some special exemption as one does in grants of
privilege.* Even Dionysius, the tyrant of Sicily, told his mother that
he could readily exempt her from the laws and customs of Syracuse,
but not from the laws of nature. And just as the contracts and testa-
ments of private persons cannot detract from the ordinances of
magistrates, nor the edicts of magistrates from custom, nor customs
from the general laws of a sovereign prince, so the laws of sovereign
princes cannot alter or change the laws of God and of nature. This is
the reason why Roman magistrates, when they brought requests and
laws to the people to be ratified, customarily added this clause at the
end: Si quid ius non esset e.e.l.n.r. (eius ea lege nihil rogaretur), that is to
say, if there were anything in it that was not just and reasonable they
did not mean to ask it.t There are also many who mistakenly say that a

{387} sovereign prince cannot ordain anything against the law of God unless
it seems well founded upon reason. But what reason can there be to
contravene the law of God {and of nature}? It is even said that
someone whom the pope has exempted from divine law is justified
before God, against which my appeal is to the truth.

But this objection still remains: if the prince is bound to the laws of
nature, and if the civil laws are equitable and reasonable, it follows
that princes are also bound to civil law. And this [151] relates to what
Pacatus said to the emperor Theodosius: Tantum tibi licet quantum per
leges licebit.% I answer that the law of a sovereign prince deals either
with a public or a private matter, or with both of these together, and
that in any case it looks either to advantage (profit) at the price of
honesty (honneur),§ or to advantage not involving honesty, or to
honesty without advantage, or to advantage joined with honesty, or

{388} even to something involving neither advantage nor honesty. When I
say honesty (honneur), I mean that which is honest according to the
laws of nature. It is well settled that to these the prince is obligated,
given that such laws are natural even if the prince has had them
published; the obligation is even stronger when the law is advanta-
geous as well as just. If a law involves neither advantage nor honesty,

*".. . or else .. . privilege." This obscure clause is omitted at L97, D9.
tMore literally, "If there is anything unjust in it, it is not requested by this law."
t"You may do only what the laws allow."
§The terms in the Latin (98, B4ff.) are utile and honestum.
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it should not be entertained.* If advantage is at odds with honesty, it is
only reasonable that honor should prevail. Thus Aristides the Just
once said that Themistocles' counsel was highly advantageous to the
public and yet was dishonest and indecent.t But even if a law is
advantageous and does not breach the rules of natural justice, the
prince is not bound to it, but can change or repeal it as seems good to
him, provided that his alteration of the law, in giving advantage to
some, does not do damage to others without just cause. For the prince
can repeal and annul a good ordinance to make way for one not as
good or better, since advantage, honesty, and justice admit degrees of
more and less. If, then, among advantageous laws, it is permissible for
the prince to choose the most advantageous, he may also choose the
most equitable and honest laws among those that are just and honest,
even if some persons profit and others lose thereby (so long as the
gain is to the public and the loss private), t

But it is not licit for a subject to contravene his prince's laws on the
pretext of honesty or justice. Thus, if a prince, in a time of famine,
forbids trade in foodstuffs, a prohibition which is not only advanta-
geous to the public but often just and reasonable, he ought not to
allow a few individuals to make a good thing of it to the prejudice of
the public generally, and of merchants in particular. For under the
pretext of [public] gain, which is reaped by flatterers and courtiers,
many good merchants suffer loss and the generality of subjects go
hungry. Nevertheless, the famine [152] and the scarcity ending, it is
still not licit for a subject to contravene his prince's edict if the

*"If a law .. . should not be entertained." L98, B10-C2 substitutes and qualifies this:
"But if the thing commanded is neither honest nor advantageous, it ought not to be a
law; and yet the prince can bind his subjects to laws that he is not obliged to keep, if they
do not contain anything improper (5/ nihil habeant cum turpitudine coniunctutri)"

tLo.8, C8-D2 adds, "Here we must make use of ordinary language because we are
engaged in a discussion of the commonwealth, which does not lend itself to the
subdeties of philosophers. They hold that nothing is advantageous unless it is honest, or
honest unless it is also just. But since that way of looking at it has long been obsolete, we
have to distinguish between the honest and the advantageous."

$"If, then . . . the loss private)." L98, D8-13 amends and corrects this: "But if it is licit
for the prince to enact the less advantageous of two advantageous proposals, it is also licit
for him to adopt the less honest and less just of two honest proposals, and to order the
former while forbidding the latter. For even if a law causes loss to some citizens and
brings advantage to others, public well-being takes precedence over private in so far as
that can be arranged." The Latin thus seems clearer and more consistent than the
French in supporting the main theme of the paragraph - that is, that the prince has
considerable discretion within the limits of natural law.
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{389} prohibition has not been lifted, nor is it for him to base that con-
travention on [the rule of] natural equity, which enjoins us to help the
foreigner by giving him a share of the goods that God has caused to
grow more in one country than in another. For the law that forbids it
is stronger than the apparent equity, unless the prohibition was
directly contrary to the law of God and of nature.*

Sometimes the civil law will be good, just, and reasonable, and the
prince will not be subject to it in any way whatever. When, for
example, he forbids the bearing of arms on pain of death in order to
put an end to murders and seditions, he ought not to be subject to his
law but, on the contrary, should be well armed to protect the good and
punish the wicked. We will come to the same judgment [that is, that
the prince is not bound] with respect to edicts and ordinances that
affect only a part of the community. The justice of these holds only
for some persons, or for a certain time, or in a certain place. The
same applies to the variety of punishments, which always depends on
civil law, even if the prohibition of crimes is of divine and natural law.t
To such edicts and ordinances princes are in no way bound unless
natural justice is involved. But that ceasing, the prince is not obligated
by them, although his subjects continue to be bound until such time
as the prince has altered them. For it is the law of God and of nature
that we must obey the edicts and ordinances of him to whom God has
given power over us, unless his edicts are directly contrary to the law
of God, who is above all princes. Just as the sub-vassal owes an oath
of fealty to his lord against all others, excepting his sovereign prince,

*"Thus, if a prince . . . to the law of God and of nature." The apparent obscurity of this
passage is removed by L99, A1-B2: "Thus if the prince, moved by a famine, prohibits
the exportation of necessities - which is not only just but often very necessary - and then
accepts money to permit certain private persons to engage in export, even though that
does harm to merchants holding a supply of grain and to the commonwealth, it is still
illicit for these merchants to export grain until the law is repealed Sy the prince. And this
applies even if the occasion for breaking the law should be extremely great, as, for
example, if the commonwealth has all the staples and comforts it needs, in abundance,
and natural reason moves us to provide for foreigners who are suffering from want and
hunger. Unless the prince's interdict plainly violates the laws of God and nature, the
strength of the law that forbids is greater than the claim of equity, the appearance of
which may be stretched by anyone to satisfy his greed."

t"The same applies . . . natural law." L99, B10-C2 is clearer: "or which deal with
punishments, of which we have an endless variety. For although the punishment of
crime comes from nature, the stringency or lightness of the penalties depend on human
laws and arrangements, by which the prince ought not to be obligated except in so far as
they coincide with natural equity."
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Book I, chapter 8

so the subject owes obedience to his sovereign prince against all
others, reserving the majesty of God, who is the absolute lord of all
earthly princes.

From this conclusion we can derive another rule of state - namely,
that a sovereign prince is bound by the contracts he has made,
whether with his subject or with a foreigner. For since he is the
guarantor to his subjects of the agreements and mutual obligations

{390} that they have entered with one another, there is all the more reason
why he must render justice for his own act (est il debteur de iustice en son
faict). Thus the Parlement of Paris wrote to King Charles IX [153] in
March 1563 that his majesty could not unilaterally break the contract
between himself and the clergy without the clergy's consent,
inasmuch as he had a duty to give justice. And I am reminded of a
legal decision affecting princes that ought to be engraved in letters of
gold in their caves and palaces (grottes et Palais) - namely, that if a
prince violates his promise, it should be considered an accident and
should not be presumed deliberate. For the obligation of the prince is
twofold. It arises on the one hand, from natural equity which requires
that agreements and promises be kept and, on the other, from the
prince's good faith, which he ought to honor even if he suffers loss
because he is the formal guarantor to all his subjects of good faith
among themselves, and because there is no crime more detestable in a
prince than perjury. That is why less freedom is given to a prince by
the law than to his subjects when it is a question of his promise. He
cannot take away an office given to his subject without just cause,
which a private lord can do, as the courts have ordinarily adjudged.
And he cannot take away the fief of his vassal without cause, which
other lords can do, according to the principles of feudal law.

{391) This will serve to answer the doctors of canon law who have written
that a prince can be obliged only in so far as the law of nature requires
because, they say, [strict contractual] obligation belongs to civil law.*
But this is a mistake because it is a clear and definite principle of
jurisprudence that, if contracts belong to natural law or to the com-
mon law of peoples, then the obligation and the legal remedy are of
the same order. But we would go even further. Even if contracts
derive only from civil law, the prince is so strictly obligated by agree-
ments that he makes with his subjects that he cannot impair them

*The canonists cited in the margins are Nicholaus de Tedeschis (Panormitanus),
Antonius de Butrio, Ioannes de Imola, Felino Sandeo, and Francesco Zabarella.
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even by [invoking] his absolute power, as almost all the doctors of
jurisprudence* have agreed.t Indeed, as the master of the Sen-
tences52 says, God Himself is bound by his promise. "Gather
together, He said, all the peoples of the earth that they may judge
between my people and Me whether there is anything that I was
bound to do and have not done."

{392} That a prince who has contracted with his subjects is bound by his
promise should thus be beyond all doubt. But we should not be
astonished that some doctors have questioned this, since the jurists
have often maintained that a prince is allowed to enrich himself at
another's expense [154] without just cause, which is contrary to the
law of God and of nature. More equitable is a decree of the Parlement
that the prince can waive his own interest in favor of a convicted
defendant, but not the civil interest of another party; going even
further, the court gave priority to the civil party over the public
treasury with respect to the [money] fine 4

In another decree handed down on 15 July 1351, it was held that
the king could set aside civil law [for his personal convenience] pro-

*The civilians cited in the course of this discussion are Bartolus de Saxoferrato, Angelus
de Ubaldis (Angelus de Perusio), Baldus de Ubaldis, Paulus de Castro (Castrensis), and
Philippus Decius.

t The paragraph up to here is a bit clearer in Lioo, A10-C2: "These considerations make
it clear that the canon lawyers blunder and go astray in holding that a prince is not bound
to his contracts by anything other than a natural obligation, on the ground that [strict]
obligation is exclusively of civil law. But this is an error that ought to be eradicated. For
who can doubt that the obligation and the contract are of the same nature? Therefore, if
contracts are natural, and common to all peoples, it follows that obligations and actions
are of the same nature. And there is hardly any contract or obligation that can be thought
of which does not belong to the law of nature and the common law of peoples. But
suppose we concede that there are some contracts which are founded on the civil law of
the particular commonwealth. Will anyone dare deny that the prince is more strictly
bound by civil contracts and stipulations than private persons are - so much obliged,
indeed, that he cannot impair them even by his supreme authority?"

The canonists are thus represented as contending that although a promise is generally
binding by natural law, the obligation to observe it strictly is from civil law, so that a
prince, being above the civil law, is not strictly bound and on that account would not be
even morally subject to a legal action brought before a civil court. Bodin, claiming to
follow the civilians, answers first that the (strict) obligation is also from the law of nature,
and second that even if promises and the obligation to enforce them are from civil law,
the prince is nonetheless strictly bound. On this latter point, however, Bodin is presum-
ably contending not that the prince is bound by civil law, but rather that having made a
contract in accordance with civil law, he is bound by the law of nature to keep it strictly.

t " . . . going even further . . . fine." Lioo, D2-3 is clearer: "and that the rights of
creditors are to come before penalties paid to the public treasury."
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vided it was without prejudice to the rights of private persons, which
corroborates the positions we have taken on absolute power. Thus
King Philip [VI] of Valois, in two testaments that he made in 1347 and
1350 (which are in the treasury of France, in a chest with the inscrip-

{393} n o n "testaments of the kings," number 289) appended a clause set-
ting aside customs and civil laws as though they did not bind him; and
he did the same in a gift given to the queen on 21 November 1330
(which may be found in Register 66, letter 837). But in a similar
situation, the emperor Augustus, wishing to give his wife, Livia, more
than was permitted by the lex Voconia,53 asked for a dispensation from
the Senate (even though he did not need to, having long since been
exempted from the civil law), the better to assure his gift since, as we
have said, he was not a sovereign prince.* If he had been sovereign,
he would not have been bound in any way. Thus it was held in the
strongest terms in an opinion of the Parlement {in 1282} that the
king was not bound by the customary law of retraict lignager5* when an
attempt was made to repurchase the country of Guyne from him,
although there are many who maintain the opposite.t

This is why King Philip the Fair, when he established the Parle-
ments of Paris and Montpellier, declared that they would not be

{394} bound by Roman law. And at the founding of universities, our kings
have always declared that they would accept the teaching of civil and
canon law to be used only at their discretion, without their being
bound to it in any way. And for the same reason Alaric, king of the
Goths, made it a capital offense to adduce Roman law against his
ordinances, which Charles Du Moulin, took ill and [155] called
barbaric.55 But he [Alaric] did something that any sovereign prince
might do, and rightly ought to do.$ In like manner, Charles the Fair of

*For "But in a similar situation . . . not a sovereign prince" Lioo, D12-L101, A3
substitutes and explains, "But the emperor Augustus did not think that he could do the
same in his commonwealth because, as I have already told you, he did not have the rights
of sovereignty. For even though he had been exempted from all the rest of his country's
laws, he was not able to make law for his own case. Hence, wishing to give a present to
his wife, Livia, he petitioned the Senate for dispensation from the lex Voconia, which he
would not have needed to do if he had possession of the rights of sovereignty (si iura
maiestatis haberet).''

tL io i , A8-10 elaborates, "because they consider that rule a part of the common law of
peoples, and not peculiar to a single commonwealth, although it seemed to the Romans
that no law was more unfair."

tL io i , B11-C2 adds, "For subjects will remember and hope for the government of
foreigners as long as they use their laws."
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this kingdom forbade the citation of Roman law against our customs.
This was also the purpose of an ancient decree that I have read in the
records of the Parlement by which advocates, in three words as it
were, are expressly forbidden to do that: "Let advocates not make so
bold as to set written [Roman] law against our custom."

Oldrado, too, writes that the kings of Spain decreed that no one, on
pain of death, should plead the Roman law. This prohibition means
that judges neither can nor ought to be constrained to judge accord-
ing to Roman law, even where custom and ordinance are not in
conflict with it, much less the prince who dispenses judges from it and

{395} l e a v e s its use to their discretion.* Indeed, it is treason to pose Roman
law against the ordinance of one's prince. And because this had
become the practice in Spain, King Stephen of Spain, writes
Policraticus [John of Salisbury], prohibited the study of Roman law
there;56 and by another ordinance, this one by Alphonso X, all
magistrates were required to have recourse to the king57 when there
was no [applicable] ordinance or custom.

Baldus is mistaken when he writes that the French use Roman law
only in so far as it is reasonable (pour raison settlement), but the Italians
are stricdy bound by it. The one is bound as little as the other, even
though Italy, Spain, and the regions of Provence, Savoy, Languedoc,
and Lyon make more use of Roman law than other peoples. And
although the emperor Frederick Barbarossa caused the texts of
Roman law to be published, the largest part of it is not applied in Italy,
and even less of it in Germany. For there is a great difference
between right (droit) and law (toy). Right is based on pure equity; law
implies command. For the law is nothing but the command of a
sovereign making use of his power. Hence just as a sovereign prince is
not bound to the laws of the Greeks or of any foreigner whatever, so

{396} also with the Roman laws, to which he is bound even less than to his
own, except in so far as they conform to natural law, to which law, says
Pindar, all kings and princes are subject.58

And we must not except the pope or the emperor [156], the way

*For "Oldrado too . . . to their discretion" L101, C4-10 substitutes, "Indeed, the kings
of Spain, as Oldrado reports, made it a captial offense to appeal to Roman law even in
confirmation of their own. Even where there was nothing in their country's laws and
customs that differed from Roman law, the effect of their prohibition was to let
everybody know that their judges were not bound by Roman law in deciding the cases of
their citizens, and much less the prince himself, who judged pernicious any obligation on
the part of judges that bound them to a foreign law."
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some flatterers do who say that these two can seize the goods of their
subjects without cause. Although many doctors, and even many
canonists, detest that opinion as contrary to the law of God, they very
wrongly limit it by saying that those authorities can do it by invoking

{397} their absolute authority.* It would be better to say by force of arms,
which is the right of the stronger and of thieves, seeing that absolute
power extends only to setting civil law aside, as we have shown above,
and that it cannot do violence to the law of God, who has loudly and
clearly told us by His law that it is illicit to take, or even to covet,
another person's goods. Indeed, those who uphold such opinions are
even more dangerous than those who carry them out. They show the
lion his claws and arm princes with a show of justice; then the tyrant's
wickedness, fed by these opinions, takes flight with power
unrestrained and urges on his violent passions, turning avarice into
confiscation, love into adultery, and anger into murder. Just as the
thunder comes before the lightning, even though in appearance it is
just the opposite, so the bad prince, once depraved by pernicious
doctrines, makes the fine precede the accusation and the condemna-
tion precede the proof.

It is a kind of legal absurdity to say that it is in the power of the
prince to act dishonestly, since his power should always be measured

{398} by the standard of justice. Thus Pliny the Younger said to the
emperor Trajan: Ut enim foelicitatis est posse quantum veils, sic
magnitudinis velle quantum possis, which means that the highest degree
of happiness is to be able to do what you want, and of greatness to
want to do what you can, and shows that a prince can do nothing
unjust. It is also a mistake to say that a sovereign prince has power to
steal another's goods and to do evil, since it is rather impotence,
weakness, and cowardice.

If the prince, then, does not have power to overstep the bounds of
natural law, which has been established by God, of whom he is the
image, he will also not be able to take another's property without just
and reasonable cause [157] - as by purchase, exchange, lawful con-
fiscation^ or in negotiating terms of peace with an enemy, if it cannot
otherwise be concluded than by taking the property of private
individuals for the preservation of the state.59 Many [commentators]

*Lio2, B1-2 attributes this opinion only to canonists speaking of the pope.
tLio2, D13-L103, A1 adds, "or in concluding an alliance with friends."
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are not of this opinion.* But natural reason would have the public
[interest] preferred over the private, and have subjects not only pass
over their injuries and desires for revenge, but give up their posses-
sions also for the welfare of the commonwealth, as is ordinarily done

{399} ^ o n e public toward another public, and by one individual toward
another.t

Thus the Treaty of Peronne, concluded to deliver King Louis XI
from imprisonment by the count of Charolais, states that the lord of
Torcy would {not} be able to enforce a decree he had obtained
against the lord of Saveuse. And Thrasibulus was praised for declar-
ing a general amnesty for all losses and injuries suffered among
private parties after he had expelled the thirty tyrants of Athens,
which was also done later on at Rome on the occasion of the treaty
concluded between the partisans of Caesar on the one side, and the
conspirators on the other. Nevertheless, one should try as much as
possible to recompense the loss of some with the profit of others, and
if this cannot be done without causing trouble, one should take the
money from the public treasury, or else borrow it. Thus Aratus [of
Sicyon] borrowed sixty thousand crowns to help reimburse those who
had been banished and driven from properties that had then become
the property of others through prescription of long time.

In the absence of the causes I have mentioned, the prince can
neither take nor dispose of another's property without the consent of
its owner. And in all the gifts, favors, privileges, and acts of the prince,

{400} the clause "saving the rights of others'^ is always implied, even if not

*For "not of this opinion" L103, A4-7 substitutes, "although some hold that each should
have his own, that private possessions cannot be impaired by the public or, if public
necessity demands it, that the individual should be compensated by all collectively -
which is an opinion that I endorse if it can be done conveniendy."

t " . . . as is ordinarily done . . . toward another." This clause seems to deal directly with
the duty to abandon public and private claims in order to have peace. L103, B1-7
elaborates at length: "For in a [treaty] of peace there is almost always something unjust
for which the welfare of the public is the recompense. And it is a rule of justice practiced
by every people that in making peace not only are public losses to be borne by the public
and private losses by individuals, but each must compensate the other through their
gains and losses. I am aware that many experts of both [civil and canon] law have been,
and are, of the opinion that, in treaties containing a clause to the effect that losses
incurred on either side shall not be questioned, the exception is void and does not
prejudice the rights of private parties. But we follow a different rule."

t For "saving the rights of others" L103, D12-13 substitutes, "Be it done without harm to
me or any other {Quod sine mea, aut alterius fraudefiat)" on which L103, n. 27 comments,
"In the vernacular it reads, 'Fully reserving our own and others' rights {Saufen tout nostre
droit et I'autrui).' "
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expressed. In fact, the inclusion of this clause by the emperor Max-
imilian in the investiture of King Louis XII with the duchy of Milan
was the occasion for a new war by the Sforzas to preserve their legal
claim to that duchy, which the emperor had neither the right nor the
wish to give away.# For the saying that princes are the lords {seigneurs)
of everything applies only to legitimate governance and supreme judi-
cial power (droite seigneurie et justice souveraine), leaving to each the
possession and property of his goods. As Seneca said. Ad reges potestas
omnium pertinet, ad singulos proprietas^ and a little further on, Omnia
Rex imperio possidet, singuli dominio.%

For this reason [158] our kings are required by the ordinances and
decrees of the court [Parlement] to rid their hands of properties that
have fallen to them by right of confiscation or by escheat of a for-
eigner's estate (par droit de confiscation ou d'aubeine), unless it was held
directly and immediately of the crown, so that the mesne lords [of
these properties] may lose nothing of their rights.§ Furthermore, if
the king is his subject's debtor, he is liable to judgment. And so that
foreigners and posterity may know how sincerely our kings have
accepted legal proceedings, let me cite a verdict from the year 1419
which dismissed letters of restitution60 that the king had obtained to

{401} cover judgments in default which had been secured against him.61 By
another verdict handed down in 1266, the king was condemned to pay
his curate a tenth of the fruits of his garden. Private parties are not
treated that strictly, and the sovereign prince is never reinstated in his
rights by virtue of being a minor, but is always reputed to be of age
when it is a matter of his private interest.f The commonwealth,

*For "by the Sforzas . . . give away" L104, A4-5 substitutes, "for the Sforza family,
relying on these words, contended that the entire right to that principality had been left
with them by the emperor."

t"To kings belongs the power over everything, to private individuals the property."
t"The king possesses everything in governance, individuals in ownership."
§For "For this reason . . . their rights" L104, B1-4 substitutes, "This is the reason why

our kings are compelled to grant to private persons, or otherwise to dispose of the
infeudated lands {praedia fiduciarum) of [subjvassals that have been assigned to the
treasury by right of confiscation. This is done so that the prince's vassals and the mesne
lords of those who suffered confiscation may continue to enjoy their rights." The point
here seems to be that the mesne lords of properties escheated to the treasury must be
able to assert their rights in those properties, which they can do only if the prince grants
or sells them to private parties who will therewith assume the obligations that attached to
them.

11L104, C8-9 adds, "For the benefit of the commonwealth, the Roman emperors
iprindpes) used to be reinstated, but we follow a different rule."
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On sovereignty

however, is always considered to be a minor, and the answer to those
who hold that the state ought never to be granted reinstatement is that
they are confusing the [private] patrimony of the prince with the
public treasure. These are always kept separate in a monarchy,
although they are all one in democratic and aristocratic states.*

Thus do we see the rectitude of our kings and the equity of our
Parlements, who have given preference to the commonwealth over
private individuals, and to private individuals over kings. There still
exists a verdict of the Parlement delivered against King Charles VII,
by which he was condemned to have the woods that he owned near
the city of Paris cut down for public and private use; and the price was
even fixed in the decree, which is something that would not be done
to a private party. Then could one see at a glance the difference
between a true prince and a tyrant. For although Charles VII was a
great king and victorious over all his enemies, when it came to reason,
equity, and the judgment of his magistrates, he was more yielding and

{402} more pliant than the lowest of his subjects. Yet at that very time,
Philip Maria, the duke of Milan, prohibited the passage and crossing
of his rivers, and any use thereof, without his leave, which he sold for
money.

Up to now we have spoken of the way in which the prince is subject
to the laws and to contracts entered into by him [159] with his
subjects. It remains to be seen whether he is subject to the contracts
of his predecessors, and if that obligation is compatible with
sovereignty. Briefly to resolve an infinity of questions that can be
raised on this siubject, I hold that if the kingdom is hereditary, the
prince is fully bound [to the contracts of his predecessor], just as a
private heir would be according to the rules of [private] law. The same
holds if the kingdom is transferred by testament to someone other
than the next in line, as by Ptolemy, king of Cyrene; Nicomedes, king
of Bithynia; Attalus, king of Asia; and Eumenes, king of Pergamum,62

in making the Roman people the heir of their kingdoms, states, and
principalities. But a kingdom may be passed by testament to the next
in line, as the kingdom of England was passed by the testament of

{403} King Henry VIII to Edward VI, for whom his sister, Mary, was the
substitute, and, for Mary, Elizabeth, each of whom enjoyed posses-

*For "confusing the [private] patrimony . . . aristocratic states" L104, D1-2 substitutes,
"confusing the cause {causa) of the prince and the commonwealth, which is considered
to be legally the same in democratic states, but not in the other forms."
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sion of the state in turn. In this case we must distinguish whether the
heir by designation wishes to accept the kingdom in that capacity, or
prefers to renounce the succession as the beneficiary of a testament
and to claim the crown in virtue of the custom and law of the land
[dealing with succession to the throne]. In the first case, the successor
is bound by the acts and promises of his predecessor, just as a private
heir would be. But in the second case, he is not bound by the acts of
his predecessor even if he [the predecessor] swore to that effect. For
the oath of a predecessor does not bind a successor [of the second
sort], although the successor is bound by an act that turns out to be of
profit to the kingdom.63

This is why King Louis XII, when asked to return artillery that had
been loaned to Charles VIII, replied that he was not that ruler's heir. I
have also seen and read letters of more recent memory by King
Francis II, who writes to the rulers of the [Swiss] leagues on 19
January 1559 as follows:

Even though we are not bound to pay the debts contracted by our
greatly honored late lord and father, inasmuch as we have not
come into possession of this crown as his heir, but by the law and
custom generally observed in this kingdom since its beginning,
which law obligates us to observe only those treaties made and
acknowledged by the kings our predecessors with other princes
and republics for the welfare and advantage of this crown; never-
theless, wishing to keep the pledge (descharger la conscience) of our
late lord and father, we [160] have resolved to discharge those
that shall be found honestly due, etc., while asking you to reduce
the interest charges to the rate that is current in your country and
permitted by your laws.

{404} This was accepted by the Swiss, and the interest which they had been
taking at sixteen percent was reduced to five percent, all of which was
in accord with an ancient decision given in the year 1256, by which it
was held that the king was not obligated by the debts of his
predecessors.

Hence it is a mistake to stop at the literal meaning of the words
used in this regard at the coronation of the kings of France. After the
archbishop of Reims has placed the crown on the king's head, the
twelve peers of France extend their hands towards him, and address
him thus:

Stay here and henceforth enjoy [possession of] the state. Up to
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On sovereignty

now you have held it by right of succession from your father (par
succession paternelle) and now it is put into your hands, as the true
heir, by God almighty and by the delivery that we, the bishops
and other servants of God,* now make to you.

For it is beyond doubt that the king never dies, as they say, and that as
soon as one is deceased the nearest male of his stock is seized of the

{405} kingdom and in possession thereof before he is crowned. It is not
passed by right of succession from the father (par succession paternelle)
but rather in virtue of the kingdom's law.t

If a sovereign prince has made a contract in his capacity as
sovereign on a matter that concerns the state and brings it profit, the
successors are bound by it. And much more are they bound if the
agreement was made with the consent of the Estates, or the principal
towns and communities, or the Parlements, or the princes and
greatest nobles. Given the pledge of faith and obligation by the king-
dom's subjects, the successors would be bound even if the agreement
was disadvantageous to the public. But if the prince had contracted
with a foreigner, or even with a subject, on some matter of interest to
the public, without the consent of those whom I have mentioned, then
if the contract is highly prejudicial to the public, his {public law}
successor in the state is not bound in any way, and all the less so if he
succeeds by right of election. In that case, one cannot say that he
holds anything from his predecessor, as he would if he had the state
by way of conferment (resignation).64 But if the acts of his predecessors
have turned to the profit of the public, the successor is always bound

#For "the bishops and other servants of God" L106, A5 substitutes, "from us, the
bishops and peers."

t"For it is beyond doubt . . . kingdom's law." L106, A5-B6 substitutes and clarifies in
order to deny any suggestion of a power of election in the coronation ceremony as just
quoted, "An honest speech, if only it were true. For there can be no doubt, in my
opinion, that the king comes into possession of authority and of the tide thereto (ac
proprietate) before he is consecrated, and that this is not by hereditary right or right of
succession from his father (non quidem haereditario aut paterno iure), and even less by
favor (beneficio) of the bishops or the peers, but by the law of succession to the kingship
(lege regia). This principle was registered long ago [1468] in a decree of the French
Senate [the Parlement of Paris], so that no one should think that royal power depends on
the choice of the bishops. It was [set down] not because the Senate [Parlement] doubted
that royal power was in being before the inauguration, but to dispel the bishops' empty
casuistries. We have been taught by that old and time-worn proverb of our ancestors that
with us the king never dies, so that everyone may understand that, when a prince dies,
authority and power are transferred in that very instant to the next in line lest there be
any uncertainty in the succession to the throne, which is the worst plague that can
happen in a commonwealth."
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by them, no matter in what capacity he holds [the throne]. Otherwise,
[161] he would be permitted to derive profit from another's loss by
fraud and deviousness, against equity and natural reason, and the
commonwealth could perish in its time of need because no one would
be willing to give it aid.

Accordingly, the decisions of the Parlement, given in 1256 and
{406} 1294 and recorded in the book entitled Olimy

65 in which it was stated
that the king [of France] would not be bound by the obligations of his
predecessor, have been confirmed by many other decisions given in
like cases, as I have said. Thus the opinion of Baldus has been
disproved; without making the distinctions we have laid down, he
would have a sovereign prince removed from power if he did not
execute the testament of his predecessor.

But why must we introduce distinctions, someone will object, since
all princes are obliged to honor the common law of peoples, and
contracts and testaments are founded on it?* I reply that these dis-
tinctions are necessary because a prince is not obligated by the com-
mon law of peoples any more than by his own edicts, and if the
common law of peoples is unjust, the prince can depart from it in
edicts made for his kingdom and forbid his subjects to use it. That is
the way the law of slavery was handled in this kingdom, even though it
was common to allf peoples. And this can also be done in other
matters of a similar nature provided that the result is not contrary to
the law of God. For if justice is the end of law, law the work of the
prince, and the prince the image of God; then by this reasoning, the
law of the prince must be modelled on the law of God.

*Lio6, Di 1-13 adds, "This would not be true if we considered the entire range [of wills
and contracts]. But even if we concede the point..."

fFor "all" Li07, A5 substitutes, "almost all."
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